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Tfre question is not how do we understand -the te -did -Moses- d
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used the term day in aU three ways, but there is
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no evidence that he ever meant by it thecientifIc defInItIo$1Ime it take s this
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particular planet to revolve once on i S axis.
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Dr. Rimmer makes the statement that one must take the word day as meaning

a 24-hour day unless something in the context shows that it means something different.

There is no Scriptural statement to this effect anywhere. kWe must determine fran the

context what time kind of a period of time is indicated by each particular use of the word

.day-,--we- cannot- assume-that one is the one-that ts alvc-ays used.

There are many very interesting points of interpretation and of argumentation on

thetewpoInt of opinion that Rimmer gives and many of them are very well expressed.

However, actually such arguments do not prove anything as he himself states, it is not

human opinion that matters but what does the word say? As for this I find in his whole

debate very little evidence, there are however a few definite statements that he nukes.

These , the first is that the statement that the Hebrew word yok always means the

time it take s the earth to revolve once ai its axis. This is a statement for which there is

n o evidence I the Scripture anywhere. A second statement that he kiakes is that whenever

t he wad yom has a number before it it always weans a solar day. There is no evidence

for this anywhere in the Scripture. Another statement he makes is that the 7th day in
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